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Note to the reader:

In this piece of work, the characters were taken from well-known manga to represent
stereotypical students of the Claremont Colleges. These characters were chosen by the
basis of one personality trait that matches the reported stereotypical traits of each of the
colleges. The characters, the series, stereotypes, and colleges represented are listed on the
following page.

The characters are placed into two different worlds that resemble those of the two main
genres of manga: one shonen (manga for boys) and one shojo (manga for girls). In each
of these worlds, the characters are split up into teams, divided along sport teams in real
life, and are asked to compete against each other in a variety of challenges. In each of
these challenges, a trope of shonen or shojo manga is depicted, and the characters are
asked to deal with the situation accordingly. Their performances are then judged by two
official judges, who determine the winner of the match.

The style used was based on that of Azumanga Daioh, a simple four panel that is used for
humor, which is one of the aims of this piece of work. Please enjoy reading!!!

Sincerely,

Loren Hinton and Xin Wang

Disclaimer: The characters are properties of their respective creators! This is a piece of
fan work. Furthermore, none of the stereotypes presented in the work reflects the
opinions of the authors: they are the commonly perceived stereotypes that were gathered
from the students of the Claremont Colleges.

CAST:

Judges
Tohru Honda (Fruits Basket) Kere Ellis

(The Kurosagi Corpse Delivery Service)
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Participants
Picture Character (Series) Stereotype College

Roy Mustang
(Fullmetal
Alchemist)

Arrogant douche
bag

Claremont
McKenna

Melvin Butlers/
Gurio Umino
(Sailor Moon)

Intelligent nerd Harvey Mudd

Ayumu Kasuga
“Osaka”

(Azumanga Daioh)

Airhead Pitzer

Light Yagami
(Death Note)

Condescending
elitist

Pomona

Mai Valentine
(Yu-gi-oh)

Sexy slut Scripps

Relena Peacecraft
(Gundam Wing)

Opinionated
feminist

Scripps
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